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ABSTRACT
Advances in wireless communication technology have enabled information exchange opportunities between moving
vehicles within proximity. Potentially through such physical contacts a piece of information can diffuse to the entire network. While there has been extensive research on
information diffusion in social networks, we do not know
much about the spatial patterns in vehicle motion and how
such patterns can support information dissemination. To
this end, in this paper, we provide a systematic study of
three large-scale data sets of taxi GPS traces from three
big cities. The study shows the following properties universal of the three data sets: 1) the small world property,
that information can be disseminated to almost the entire
set of participants, within a very small number of hops; 2)
certain physical contacts can be extremely effective in exchanging messages and such effectiveness shows a power law
distribution; 3) the lack of hubs, no vehicle behaves as major
hubs; removing top 20% nodes that have the highest number of physical contacts does not affect the effectiveness of
information dissemination. 4) the information dissemination exhibits strong spatial temporal correlation. Finally, to
explain the observations in particular the small world property, we develop mathematical models of the taxi movement
patterns such that on graph topologies exhibiting properties
of real-world road networks a number of observations can be
rigorously proved.
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INTRODUCTION

Information dissemination through social contacts can be
potentially very fast, demonstrating the power of “word of
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tion through physical contacts and examine its characteristics and potentials.
Physical Contacts v.s. Social Contacts. Social contacts refer to people’s engagement in social activities and
information exchange. Physical contacts refer to individuals staying at the same location at the same time. Although many social interactions appear in the form of physical contacts (such as in face-to-face meetings), social interactions may happen over long spatial and temporal spans,
enabled by modern communication technology. Further, not
all physical contacts, in the natural form, contribute to useful social interactions or effective information exchanges.
Physical contacts and social contacts do not stay in isolation. There are interesting interplays between people’s social interactions, their mobility patterns, and consequently
their physical contacts. Recent studies show that human
mobility is highly repetitive and non-random [11]. Social
ties lead to similar mobility patterns and frequent physical
contacts. Mobility patterns, in return, shape and impact social connections [7,18]. Frequent physical contacts maintain
existing social ties and greatly increase the chance of forming new ties. This is strongly supported by the homophily
theory in sociology that people who share similar traits (in
this case, geographical locations) are likely to develop social
ties [14]. Therefore, the characteristics of social contact patterns manifest themselves into the physical contact patterns
enabled by human natural mobility.
Information Dissemination. As observed numerous times,
information can travel fast through “word of mouth”. [8, 10,
12, 13]. This is partly attributed to the network structure,
i.e., the small world property that any two individuals are
connected through a small number of hops [15]. Thus, if each
social contact helps to disseminate the information, within
a small number of hops the message reaches the entire network. This fact serves as one of the foundations of online
social networking platforms and promises of viral marketing
through that.
Physical co-location presence, on the other hand, is much
less understood and exploited for spreading information. We
argue that enabling selective and effective information exchanges through physical contacts can be extremely useful for certain applications and in some cases such benefits
can be hardly achieved by other means. Take the example of crime scene recovery. People who were at the crime
scene have valuable first-hand information for timely locating the suspects, witness identification and crime investigation. Many other application scenarios, such as locating
missing persons, identifying correlated terrorism activities,

fall in the same category. Existing support of social media,
which mainly focuses on social contacts, does not capture
the physical co-location of individuals/vehicles without social connections and is therefore of limited help. We need to
understand and harvest the potential information dissemination opportunities through physical contacts to effectively
address such challenges.
In light of these, one natural question to ask is: how effectively the physical contact patterns can help with information dissemination, considering that the physical contact
patterns are determined and strongly influenced by people’s
social patterns. What are the characteristics, similarity and
differences of information dissemination through physical
contacts v.s. social contacts? The focus of this paper is
to provide answers to these questions.

1.1

Our Methodology

Understanding real world mobility patterns has been a
topic of interest for some time. A variety of mobility traces
have been collected in the past few years. See the CRAWDAD database [1]. Most of the data sets are unfortunately
small scale with short durations. This is understandable as
the mobility data is among the most sensitive type of data
collected.
Large-scale mobility data sets are mainly collected through
mobile phones. These traces record connections of mobile
phones to cellular towers or WiFi access points [6]. The
level of accuracy for cellular connections is relatively low
as cellular connection has a coverage range of hundreds of
meters. WiFi connections, with a shorter range, give more
accurate locations, but such location records are typically
non-continuous due to spotty WiFi coverage. For this reason we choose to use GPS traces of vehicles. When two
vehicles are within close proximity, short-range communication primitives, such as IEEE 802.11p standard for Wireless Access in the Vehicular Environment (WAVE), can be
adopted for opportunistic information exchanges. This has
applications such as collision avoidance, traffic monitoring,
congestion alleviation, etc. [2, 4, 5, 17].
In our study, we have analyzed a number of large-scale
trajectory data from taxis in multiple cities. One of the
data sets includes 9, 386 taxis in a large city over a period
of 24 hours. We understand that taxi mobility patterns differ from mobility patterns of private vehicles. But getting
detailed GPS trajectories for a large number of private vehicles is much more challenging due to privacy concerns. In
a few projects, GPS trajectories are voluntarily uploaded
(e.g., OpenStreetMap.org, Microsoft’s Geolife project [20])
but these traces are very sparse over space and time, and
therefore not suitable for the study of information dissemination. The GPS traces from taxis thus appear to be the
best data set for our objective. In addition, taxis represent
a decent fraction of vehicles in any large city. Opportunities
enabled by taxi mobility for disseminating information provide a conservative lower bound on what might be achieved
when private vehicles also voluntarily participate.
We consider the setting in which each vehicle starts with a
unique message. When two vehicles are within direct communication range the two vehicles exchange all data messages they have. We examine how fast such data messages
spread in the vehicle system and what the critical system
parameters are that affect the efficiency and delay of such
dissemination.

1.2

Our Discoveries

We discover that the real world mobility patterns for taxis
are highly irregular and non-random. The mean speed of
the vehicles shows great fluctuation with clear daily patterns. Despite the irregularities of the motion patterns, the
natural vehicular mobility has surprisingly good support for
information dissemination in the vehicular system. We discovered two universal properties in the data sets for multiple
cities. First, the messages travel in a “small-world” manner.
We look at the number of “hops” a message initiated at vehicle i travels until it first arrives at a vehicle j, for all pairs of
node i, j. The distribution for this measure gives a medium
of 9 for 10K vehicles, which is surprisingly small considering the scale of the system. We also look at the number of
messages exchanged during an effective exchange opportunity, which shows a clear power-law distribution. That is, a
few of the exchanges manage to exchange a large quantity
of data. The existence of these highly effective exchanges
probably explains the small world property.
In terms of delay, we observe that 1) the message delay
is highly correlated with the vehicle density; the speed of
a message to travel is directly related to the time it takes
for a vehicle to encounter another vehicle with an effective
information exchange. 2) The message spread naturally in a
spatial temporal pattern, in the sense that a message about a
location p travels to a location q with time t, which strongly
correlates to the distance between p and q.
The last observation is regarding the “popularity” of different participating vehicles, defined as the number of physical
contacts one vehicle has with all others. In most social network settings, the popularity is measured by the degree of
the nodes, say the number of friends, the number of in-links
or followers. This distribution often shows a power law distribution. There are “hubs” with high degrees whose removal
substantially hurts the network connectivity. In the vehicular setting, removing the vehicles whose physical contact
counts rank at the top 20% does not show any substantial
difference for information dissemination. The fact that there
are no “hubs” implies certain robustness of information dissemination by the natural mobility patterns.
We would like to remark that these observations confirms
that fast information dissemination through physical contacts is promising. The fact that the messages travel with a
small world property shows effectiveness and efficiency, especially when aggregation is adopted with messages passing.
The spatial temporal pattern of message dissemination also
coincides with the typical user request pattern – that users
are often more interested in things happening in a close proximity and luckily such data indeed becomes available faster.

1.3

A New Generative Model

With the above discoveries of information dissemination
patterns on vehicular networks, a natural question is to
ask why. In the case of social networks, generative models
have been proposed to understand small world properties or
power law degree distribution. In the case of physical contacts, can we propose generative models with the mentioned
properties? We answer this question positively by using intuitions from the special structures of road networks.
Recent work on road networks reveals a number of special
properties of road network topologies [3,16]. Road networks
have natural hierarchies in terms of road capacities, speed
limit, etc. A few major highways provide the backbone con-

necting major cities while smaller roads connect these highways to residential communities. Shortest paths on road
network have the pattern of first “climbing up” the hierarchy, from small roads to major roads, and then “climbing
down” the hierarchy, from major highways towards the destinations. Such a path always goes through an important
road (e.g., a major highway); the further away they are, the
more important the road is. In addition, travelling on such
a “highway” constitutes a major fraction of the entire travel
time. This motivates the partitioning of the road map into
highway hierarchies [16]. In fact, between two regions A
and B that are sufficiently far apart, there are only a small
number of choices for shortest paths from any location in A
to any location in B [3]. Our model of taxi trajectories is
based on a network with hierarchical districts.
We start from a simple model with only two districts connected by a small number of “highways” to provide the intuition. Each taxi travels non-stop between uniformly randomly chosen destinations via shortest paths. When travelling on shortest paths across districts occupies a significant
fraction of time on the important highway connecting the
two districts, two vehicles travelling in opposite directions
along the highway almost surely meet. Even if the vehicles
do not start at the same time one can still show that they
have a physical contact with a constant probability under
modest assumptions on the mobility patterns. We generalize our model to include m districts and hierarchical districts
that recursively have the above structure. In all cases, we
show that when a vehicle generates a message, after about
O(log n) trips (to randomly chosen destinations), the message reaches the entire network with high probability.
We remark that our generative model is meant to explain
that the small world property as observed in the real taxi
trajectories can possibly show up in a natural setting. The
model is not meant to fully describe the given data set. This
is along the same line of research for all generative models
for social networks. We note that this is the first analytical
model on information disseminations in mobile networks.
In the rest of the paper, we first present our data sets and
data analysis. We describe the generative model and the
analysis afterwards.

2. MOBILITY DATA
2.1 Data Description
We studied three data sets, collected from taxis in three
different cities (Shenzhen, Beijing and San Francisco) as
shown in Table 1. The raw data consists of vehicle ID and
timestamped GPS locations (longitude, latitude). The three
data sets are sampled, on average, every 1.01, 3.41, 1.65 minutes respectively. The average velocity in the three data sets
are 14 km/h, 14 km/h, 10 km/h, respectively. The total duration of the data sets is one day, three days, and two days
respectively, for the data sets from Shenzhen, Beijing and
San Francisco.
To standardize the three data sets, we re-sampled all trajectories at intervals of 5 minutes (the lowest sampling data

rate from the data set). On average taxis travel around 1
km (typically within several blocks) in 5 minutes. We also
run tests on the sampling rates of 1 min, 2.5 min; the main
observations of small world and power-law distribution of information exchange remain the same. Therefore, we mainly
present our results at the sampling rate of 5 min in the
analysis. Data points that are too far from the preceding
locations (indicating a speed that would be impossible to
achieve with typical vehicles) are considered as GPS errors
and removed. After the removal of noise, traces that show
no data points for very long, contiguous intervals (4 hours
for Shenzhen and 5 hours for Beijing and San Francisco) are
deleted from the data sets. At last, we use linear interpolation to fill in missing data such that all traces are sampled
uniformly every 5 minutes.
After the data sets are cleaned up, the data sets from
Shenzhen, Beijing, and San Francisco have a total of 9386,
3669 and 375 vehicles respectively. The number of location
samples for vehicles in Shenzhen is 288 for the total length
of one day; vehicles in Beijing have 864 samples over three
days; and in San Francisco 576 for two days.
Both the moving speed and the status of the vehicles show
great fluctuations and periodicity over time. Figure 1a shows
the mean velocity of Shenzhen over time. Figure 1b shows
the number of cars parked of the Shenzhen data set over
time. We can see that at around 5 a.m. there is a deep
drop of the mean velocity and a sharp peak of the number
of parked cars in the Shenzhen data set. Vehicle activities
remain the lowest. The same pattern appears at 7 a.m. for
the three days in the Beijing data set and 3 a.m. for the two
days in San Francisco.
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number of parked cars

After Processing
# cars # points
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Table 1: Data Set
Raw Data
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1.01 min
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3.41 min
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Figure 1: Mobility pattern of vehicles in Shenzhen during
one day

2.2

Information Dissemination

To evaluate how the mobility patterns affect information
dissemination in the network, we run the following data
analyses. We first assume that each car has its respective
initial message. Two cars that come within communication range of each other can exchange all the information
they possess. Each vehicle stores all the information seen so
far in order to transmit the information to the next vehicle
encountered. Here we denote by an information exchange
opportunity (aka through physical contacts) as a contiguous interval of location samples of two cars that stay within
communication range. It is called an effective exchange if
new data messages are exchanged. We would look at how
information spreads in such a system.
Furthermore, to understand how the dissemination speed
depends on spatial and temporal parameters, we run a second set of analysis in which each car generates a new message with time and location stamps at the point of collection. Again when two vehicles have a physical contact, they

DISCOVERIES AND OBSERVATIONS

We model the physical contact network by abstracting
each trajectory as a sequence of segments E separated by
contact points V . Each contact point involves a pair of vehicles i, j at time t or a time interval [t1 , t2 ], meaning that the
two vehicles are within communication range at the mentioned time. Note that two vehicles can be in contact for a
long time, if they are parked nearby or travel together. Each
segment is a contiguous curve on the trajectory separated
by contact points. To model information dissemination, we
abstract each segment by a directed edge following the increasing time. The first segment of each trajectory can be
considered as having an individual message that is going to
be shared and disseminated to other vehicles over time. In
particular, when i and j have a contact, the information
they know are exchanged. We care most about how a piece
of information spreads to the entire network. This can be
modelled as flooding in the graph G = (V, E) starting from
the first segment of each vehicle i, which generates a tree.
Vehicle j is a descendent of k if the first time j getting the
information is through a contact with k. We care about both
the scope (i.e., the number of vehicles that receive messages
from i) and the depth of the tree (i.e., the maximum number of hops for the message to reach all nodes). The figure
below shows a total of 4 trajectories and how information
spreads on them.
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3. Certain vehicles are involved in more physical contacts
than the average, showing a heavy tail distribution.
Nevertheless, these “hub” vehicles are not critical in
terms of helping to disseminate information. Their removal has nearly no effect on the dissemination characteristics.

Figure 2: Information dissemination through physical contacts
We report the discoveries from our data analysis in this
section. A quick summary of the discoveries is listed as
below. We present the details afterwards.
1. With reasonable communication range, almost all vehicles receive all the data from other vehicles through
physical contacts.
2. The messages travel in the contact network exhibiting
a small world property – that a message reaches all
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Figure 3: Physical contacts pattern of the Shenzhen dataset
with communication range of 10m

3.1

Physical Contact Pattern

We first look at the physical contact frequency for each
pair of vehicles. First, we realize that not every pair of vehicles has a physical contact. In fact, majority pairs do not
directly have a physical contact. On average, each vehicle has physical contacts with 0.33% of all vehicles for the
data set in Shenzhen with the communication range of 10 m
shown in Figure 3a. About 0.16% of vehicles have physical
contacts with more than 1.4% other vehicles. Therefore, for
information to spread to the entire network it is crucial to
recruit other “relay” vehicles to help spread the information.
For the pairs of vehicles with physical contacts, over 86%
of them met only once, as shown in Figure 3b. And the
maximum number of physical contacts for any pair of vehicles is at most 7. Majority of physical contacts happen
between two vehicles in motion. 76.7% of physical contacts
are between two vehicles both in motion. 19.7% of physical contacts are between one moving vehicle and a stationary
vehicle. Only 3.6% of physical contacts are between two stationary vehicles. Thus, vehicles in parking states are nearly
negligible in helping to disseminate information.

3.2
1

2

25
percentage of pairs(%)

3.

vehicles in a small number of hops. That is, the depth
of the tree is small. Certain physical contacts are very
effective, during which a lot of new data is exchanged.

percentage of vehicles(%)

exchange all data they carry.
In both analyses, we take three representative communication ranges, as suggested by VANETs standards, respectively 10 m, 100 m, 300 m. The data transfer rate supported by IEEE 802.11p is more than 3 Mbps. Assuming
two vehicles are travelling at 100 km/h with the communication range of 10 m, they have 0.36 seconds to communicate,
which is more than enough for exchanging alarm type of
text-based messages. DSRC works in 5.9 GHz band with
75 MHz bandwidth, divided into seven 10 MHz channels in
North America. The performance details of IEEE 802.11p
vehicle communication can be found in [9,19]. In the analysis, we omit the issue of handling interference and spectrum
allocation at the moment and assume all information are
exchanged immediately. We also assume there is adequate
storage for each vehicle to keep the information.

Coverage of Information Dissemination

We now evaluate the effectiveness of information dissemination through physical contacts in terms of coverage –
whether a message is able to reach all other vehicles purely
through the physical contacts. In particular, we define a
node to be an x%-informed node if it has more than x percent of the messages from all other nodes. Table 2 shows
the number of x%-informed nodes with three different communication ranges for different data sets. In general, the
coverage is very good for all three data sets and all three
communication ranges, except the case of using 10 m as the
communication range for the data set from Beijing. The
trajectories in Beijing are sparser and spatially more spread
out than the other two cities. Thus, the coverage when the
communication range takes the smallest parameter range is

Table 2: Percentage of x%-Informed Nodes
Range
10m

100m

300m

x%
80%
90%
95%
80%
90%
95%
80%
90%
95%

Shenzhen
99.83%
99.83%
99.81%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

Beijing
84.55%
63.61%
25.24%
99.95%
99.92%
99.89%
100%
100%
100%

San Fran
99.73%
99.73%
99.20%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

relatively low – about 84.55% nodes having more than 80%
messages and about 63.61% nodes have more than 90% messages. In all other cases, almost all nodes are at least 95%
informed.

3.3

Small World Phenomena

It is well known that social networks have small diameters (aka six degrees of separation) [15]. This motivated the
study of generative graph models to explain the small world
property [8]. All these generative graph models use random
ties (possibly with different distributions). One social contact between two randomly selected nodes is able to connect
two potentially faraway communities and thus substantially
shrink the network diameter. It is unclear, however, whether
information spreading through physical contacts still carries
the small world property. After all, the vehicles have to move
in the physical space and can only exchange with other vehicles that are in close proximity. Such exchanges are much
less random. We evaluate how fast messages travel in the
network, by the number of hops they take. That is, we calculate the number of hops that a message from i takes when
it first reaches node j, for all i, j pairs, denoted by the hop
length of the path from i to j.
We show in Figure 4 the distributions of hop lengths for
all pairs i, j with the communication range of 10 m for the
three data sets. The mean hop lengths for Figure 4 are
listed in Table 3. We also show the distributions with three
different communication ranges for the data sets from Shenzhen in Figure 5. For all three data sets with different communication ranges they unanimously demonstrate the small
world property. The presence is strong and independent of
the number of vehicles, the communication ranges, different
cities.
The mean length decreases when communication range is
enlarged. The mean hop length in Shenzhen decreases faster
than in Beijing and San Francisco. We believe that this is
because the vehicles in the Shenzhen data set are denser.
We calculate the average degree of the nodes, where the degree of a vehicle at a particular time stamp is the number of
vehicles within communication range. We take average for
all timestamps for all vehicles in the data set. The average
degree is shown in Table 4. We can see that the average
degree increases with communication range. The increase
rate is largest for the data set from Shenzhen. Table 4 also
includes the percentage of nodes with degree at least one –
meaning that they have at least one physical contact with
other vehicles. For the data in Shenzhen, the majority of vehicles are having physical contacts with some other vehicles
in the communication range of 300 m.

3.4

Effectiveness of Physical Contacts

Partially motivated by the small world property as dis-

Table 3: Mean Hop Length
Range
10m
100m
300m

Shenzhen
8.74
5.08
3.98

Beijing
8.87
6.78
5.72

San Fran
5.06
4.00
2.95

Table 4: Average Degree & Percentage of Nodes with Degree at
least 1 per time stamp
Range
Avg
10m
degree
100m
300m
% with
10m
degree
100m
≥1
300m

Shenzhen
1.32
8.70
27.95
4.4%
57.3%
81.9%

Beijing
1.04
1.98
4.34
2.6%
7.7%
29.4%

San Fran
1.33
11.01
18.82
2.6%
9.5%
12.8%

covered above, we investigate in greater details how information spread on the vehicular network. We examine the
number of new messages that get exchanged when two vehicles come into contact. If during a physical contact two
vehicles exchange some new messages, we say this is an effective exchange. It is possible that two vehicles that come into
contact but carry the same set of messages. So they have
nothing to exchange and this physical contact is ineffective.
The number of total exchanges and effective exchanges
over time with communication range 10 m are illustrated in
Figure 6. For all three data sets, the curves for effective and
total exchanges are close at the beginning – meaning that
almost all exchanges result in exchanges of new data. For
both the data sets from Shenzhen and San Francisco, the
curve for effective exchanges gradually drops, since most of
the vehicles have already had almost all the data so the
physical contacts do not lead to new data exchanges.
For effective exchanges, we plot the distribution of the
number of new messages exchanged. The distribution for
the three data sets with communication range 10 m is shown
in Figure 7. It illustrates the number of pairs of contacts
having a certain number of data exchanged. Notice that
we plot the distribution in log-log plot. The distribution is
observed to be a power law. The exponents of the fitting
curve are 1.22, 1.38, 1.67 respectively for San Francisco, Beijing and Shenzhen. The distributions with communication
ranges 100 m and 300 m are similar and omitted.
The power law distribution illustrates the cascading phenomena of information dissemination through physical contacts. Certain physical contacts can be extremely effective
to exchange a lot of information. This is somewhat necessary in order for small world property to hold – if messages travel through a small number of hops, then certain
exchanges must exchange a lot of data.

3.5

Hubs

Now we ask a different question whether there are any important or critical vehicles that contribute substantially to
the fast spreading of information in the vehicular network.
In social network setting, certain individuals are more popular and have a large number of social contacts than the average. These individuals are often referred to as the “hub” of
the network [8]. They bridge distant communities and they
are crucial in disseminating information in the network. Removing hubs from a social network can either partition the
network or greatly hurt the capability for fast information
dissemination.
We calculate the number of physical contacts that any
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Table 5: the Impact of Hubs
# cars
# 90%-informed nodes
mean hop length

3.6

With hubs
9386
9370
8.74

Without hubs
7509
7488
8.96

Message Delay

We calculate the delay for information dissemination through
physical contacts. For each pair of vehicles i, j, we calculate
the first arrival time for a message initiated at i to arrive at
j. The average delay for all data sets with different communication ranges are reported in Table 6. The delay substantially decreases when communication range increases. The
distribution of message delay is shown in Figure 9. The delay for the data set from Beijing when communication range
is 10 m is very high, which is consistent with the relatively
poor coverage.

at the data set from Shenzhen as this one is the largest.
We take random samples from 1000 to 9386 and use the
communication range of 10 m. For each sample, we look
at the average geographical distance to nearby neighbors
– for each vehicle we look at the average distance of its
5 closest vehicles and we take the median of this measure
for all vehicles. Figure 10a shows the average geographical
distance versus the sample size.
The average delay on samples of different sizes is shown
in Figure 10b. Increasing the number of participating vehicles greatly accelerates information dissemination. Figure
10c shows the positive (almost linear) correlation of geographical density and average delay. This is reasonable as
vehicles have to physically travel to meet each other. Thus,
the distance to nearby vehicles should be directly related
to the message delay in this system. In a big city such as
Shenzhen, there are about a total of 2, 000, 000 registered
vehicles; for Beijing, 5, 000, 000. Thus, information dissemination through physical contacts of all these vehicles is expected to have significantly lower delay (25 min for Shenzhen, 16 min for Beijing by extrapolation with the equation
in 10b) than what is expected in our taxi example.
spatial temporal distribution of data received
16
distance from current location(km)

vehicle is involved in the lifetime of the data set. We look
at vehicles that rank high in this measure. The distribution
of the number of physical contacts for different vehicles in
the data set from Shenzhen is shown in Figure 8a, for the
communication range of 10 m. As can be seen that there is
certainly a heavy tail. The distribution shows a strong linear
component, but starts to bend at the end (which suggests a
a deviation from a pure power law distribution).
We remove the top 20% of vehicles in the rank of the total number of physical contacts, and then run information
dissemination in the remaining vehicles to see whether these
popular vehicles have any significant impact on the system
behaviour. Figure 8c shows the distribution of the number
of physical contacts after the hubs are removed. Any vehicle with more than 80 physical contacts is removed. Table
5 shows that without these hubs almost all cars are 90%informed. Besides, there is little difference for the mean hop
length of information dissemination. This shows that the
hubs do not have a significant impact on the information
dissemination characteristics – a significant difference from
the characteristics of social contacts.
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Table 6: the Average Delay (# hours)
Range
10m
100m
300m

Shenzhen
5.48
0.92
0.58

Beijing
42.04
8.17
4.19

San Francisco
10.70
1.67
1.01

We look at how delay relates to the vehicle density. For
that, we take subsamples of the data set. We mainly look

Figure 11: Contour map of spatial temporal distribution of
information dissemination
Finally, we look at the spatial temporal variation of delay.
We run an experiment on 2000 vehicles randomly chosen
from Shenzhen data set, in which each vehicle generates a
new message at each time stamp, tagged with its current
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Figure 9: Distributions of message delay with communication range 10 m
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Figure 10: The correlation with density and dissemination time

location. The communication range is 10 m. We examine
how information spread spatially and temporally. The average number of messages a vehicle has is plotted by the
distance from the generated location and delay, in Figure
11. We can see that the number of information received
increases with the increase of time and the decrease of distance, which exhibits strong spatial temporal correlation.

4.

A GENERATIVE MODEL FOR SMALL
WORLD PROPERTY

To explain the observations from the taxi trajectories, we
would like to develop a generative model for taxi mobilities.
Multiple mobility models have been proposed and studied
before. Most of them are based on various kinds of random walk. The simplest is Brownian motion, in which each
node moves a small distance ε along a uniformly randomly
chosen direction. Brownian motion is unrealistic for real
world vehicle trajectories as nodes following Brownian motion tend to wander around in neighborhood before moving
far away. In the random waypoint model a node chooses a
random location in the domain, moves there with a constant
speed, possibly stay for a while and then repeat. The Levy
walk improves on the random waypoint model by choosing
waypoints with a spatial distribution, motivated by the observation that people travel to nearby locations much more
frequently than faraway locations. All these models share
the same problem in explaining the physical contact patterns and the small world property in information dissemination — if the waypoints are randomly selected inside a

continuous domain say a square, it is very rare for any two
nodes to have the same location at the same time. Thus,
having effective physical contacts would be challenging if
not impossible.
In this paper, we draw intuitions from real world road
networks and make a connection that the special properties
of shortest path on road networks can help the fast dissemination in vehicular networks. Vehicles always travel on
road networks and two vehicles travelling in opposite directions on a road segment always surely meet. Under modest
assumptions we show that our models can be used to explain why information can spread fast in a vehicular network
through physical contacts. We remark that nevertheless the
model is not meant to fit any particular data set in the
study, but rather provide analytical understanding on why
small world property can show up.

4.1

Two District Model

In the two district model, we assume that the city map G
has only two districts D1 , D2 connected by set H consisting
of k highway edges such that any shortest path from one
district to the other takes one of these highways. Further, we
assume that the time spent on these highways is sufficiently
high compared to travel time within each district. Thus,
two vehicles travelling in opposite directions at roughly the
same time almost always have a physical contact.
For modelling taxi mobility, we assume that taxis always
travel along shortest paths between the sources and destinations. We also assume that taxis do not have idle time

between trips – when a taxi drops off a passenger it immediately picks up another customer and head to the next
destination – and the destination is chosen with probability
1/2 from each district (an assumption we will drop in later
generalizations).
If the current location and the next destination are in the
same district, the shortest path stays inside the district. If
the next destination is in a different district, the shortest
path travels along one of the k highway edges, say hi . This
path P is composed of three segments, the first segment from
the current location s to the entry point of the highway hi ,
the second segment on highway hi , and the third segment
from the exit position of hi to the destination. Each edge in
the graph is weighted with travel time. The travel time on
highway edge hi is a substantial fraction of the total travel
time on the shortest path P for any shortest paths through
hi . In particular, we assume that the travel time between
any two locations in the same district is at most 1/α times
the time on any highway. We assume that α ≥ 3.
Lemma 1. Suppose that there is only one highway h ∈ H
connecting D1 and D2 . Vehicle i starts a trip at time Ti
and the destination is in the other district. For any vehicle
j, the probability that i,j meet is at least 1/4.
Proof. Assume the current trip of vehicle i starts at time
Ti and has duration di , which consists of three parts: time
ti to get to the entrance of the highway, time th on the highway, time t0i from the highway exit to its destination. There
are two cases. In the first case, the current trip of j ends
after the midpoint of trip of i, i.e., Tj + dj ≥ Ti + di /2,
where Tj is the starting time of the current trip of j and dj
is the duration. See Figure 12 (i). The trip of j must have
destination in a different district as well. This is because
dj ≥ di /2 > th /2, which is greater than any shortest path
between two nodes in the same district. Similarly, we assume the trip of j consists of three segments with time span
tj ,th ,t0j respectively. Since the taxi locations are uniformly
randomly selected. Vehicle j travels the opposite direction
on the highway as vehicle i with probability at least 1/2.
Now we argue that they must also meet on the highway. If
otherwise, either j gets off the highway before i gets on the
highway or j gets on the highway after i gets off the highway.
In the first case t0j > di /2−ti = (th +t0i −ti )/2 ≥ t∗ (α−1)/2,
where t∗ is the maximum travel time between any two nodes
in the same district. Since α ≥ 3 this leads to a contradiction. In the second case, tj ≥ ti + th , which is again a
contradiction.

above, by just swapping the indices i, j. This finishes the
proof.
Theorem 2. In the two district model with k highways,
vehicle i starts a trip across to a different district at time
Ti . For any other vehicle j, the probability that i,j meet is
at least 1/(4k).
Proof. Let the k highway have travel time as {h1 , h2 , ...hk }
respectively. Let pi be the probability of a vehicle choosing the pair
source-destination that goes through the ith
Pof
k
that two vehicles
highway.
i=1 pi = 1. The probability
P
i,j meet on any highway is at least ki=1 p2i /4 ≥ 1/(4k) by
Cauchy-Schwartz inequality.
With the above analysis, we can now talk about information dissemination among vehicles in the two district model.
Assume vehicle i generates a piece of data at time T and
starts to disseminate to all vehicles it meets. We are only
going to consider the information exchange on the k highways connecting D1 and D2 and not going to consider any
other possible exchange opportunities, which only makes our
upper bound on the dissemination speed higher. Recall that
each destination is chosen with probability 1/2 from each
district. After m trips of vehicle i, the chance that at least
one trip is across the district is 1 − 1/2m . Take m = log n.
In this case, by Theorem 2, the number of vehicles i meet in
this trip, ni , is at least n/(4k) in expectation. By Chernoff
bound, Prob {ni ≤ n/(8k)} ≤ 1/en/8 . Therefore, with probability at least 1 − 1/2m − 1/en/8 = 1 − O(1/n), in m trips,
information from i gets to more than n/(8k) vehicles. After
this point we skip two trips for all vehicles such that the
sources and destinations of informed vehicles are uniformly
and independent chosen from the two districts. For each uninformed vehicle j, after another log n trips, there is at least
one trip crossing the districts with probability 1 − O(1/n).
For this trip, the chance that vehicle j does not meet any
informed vehicle is at most (1 − 1/(4k))n/(8k) . Therefore,
after a total of O(log n) trips, any vehicle without the information of i will have the information with probability at
least 1 − O(1/n). This leads to the following theorem.
Theorem 3. In the two district model with k highways,
information from one vehicle can disseminate to all n vehicles in O(log n) trips with probability at least 1 − O(1/n).

Figure 12: (i) The current trip of j ends after the midpoint
of trip of i; (ii) The current trip of j ends before the midpoint
of trip of i and we consider the next trip of j.

M District Model
With the same intuition as the two district model, we can
generalize the results to the case of m districts, connected by
a constant number of highways with the same assumption
that the travel time on highways is at least α times the travel
time within any single district. Also, we assume that each
vehicle chooses the destination to be in the same district
with a constant probability p, and with probability 1 − p
uniformly randomly in any other district. With almost the
same analysis we get the following theorem.

In the second case, the current trip of j ends before the
midpoint of trip of i. We now consider the next trip for
vehicle j with starting time Tj after Ti with duration dj .
See Figure 12 (ii). The probability that this trip of j is
across the districts and exactly in the opposite direction of
vehicle i is 1/4. When that happens, we can argue that i,
j must meet on the highway using the same argument as

Theorem 4. In the m district model with a constant number of highways between any two districts, a vehicle travelling across two districts with k highways meets vehicle j with
(1−p)2
probability at least m(m−1)
2 k . Further, information from one
vehicle can disseminate to all n vehicles in O(log n) trips
with probability at least 1 − O(1/n).
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4.2

4.3

Hierarchical District Model

To generalize the model even further, we can consider a hierarchical model in which we recursively partition a city into
big districts, within each they are partitioned into smaller
districts and so on. This recursive hierarchy has a total of L
levels, where L is a constant. We assume that at each recursive level, the travel time on a highway connecting the two
districts is at least α times the time on any shortest path
inside each district. α ≥ 3. See Figure 13 as an example of
two levels. The taxi again travels non-stop between destinations. The next destination is chosen in the same district
with probability p and in a sibling district with probability
1 − p. If the destination is in a sibling district, it falls in each
sub-district with equal probability. That is to say, if a taxi
is currently staying in district G2,0 , its next destination is
in the same district with probability p2 , and is in G2,1 with
probability p(1 − p), and in G2,2 or G2,3 with probability
(1 − p)/2 each. For a constant level hierarchy we can again
argue that a vehicle i in a cross-district trip meets another
vehicle j with at least a constant probability. Omitting the
details, we can show that in O(log n) trips, a message travels
to all nodes with high probability.
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Figure 13: Hierarchical districts of two levels.
Theorem 5. In the hierarchical district model with a constant number of highways between any two districts, information from one vehicle can disseminate to all vehicles in
O(log n) trips with probability at least 1 − O(1/n).

5.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented new discoveries on information dissemination characteristics through physical contacts
of real world vehicular mobility data. By using the structures of real world road networks we develop a generative
model for taxi mobility and we provide rigorous analysis
of the small world property for such vehicular ad hoc networks. Both the experimental and analytical results show
great potentials of using vehicular networks to disseminate
and spread information.
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